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MINUTES – Committee Meeting 12 Pre AGM (Zoom)  
Monday 29th November 2021 20:00hrs 
 
Members in attendance:  
Paul Anthony, Christine Byles, Jane Goodley, Paul Welch, Michael 
Oxborough, Jon Taylor, Andy Cubbage, Paul and Lesley Freeman, 
Martin and Audrey Watts, Yvonne Overs, Colin Prestwich, Jamie Smith, 
Ross and Elizabeth St Quintin 
 

 

AGENDA ITEMS Action by  
Minutes of last meeting – The minutes from November meeting were 
read and agreed 

 

Matters arising and Introduction – Ross welcomed everyone to the 
first new committee meeting.  He explained that although the agenda 
was lengthy a brief ‘walk and talk’ was intended to establish an overall 
picture of the transfer information from the previous incumbents and a 
consolidation of the new Iceni Committee members’ responsibilities. 
 

RSQ 

Officers Reports and Handover Status  
Activities – Audrey intends to confirm handover responsibilities 
imminently. 
Ross advised that the ‘Socials’ dates for the out of season period are on 
the Events Calendar and asked if the January and February dates could 
be populated. Betty confirmed an LOH Lunch for Saturday 5th February. 

AW 

Secretary – Betty advised that handover from Jo Bacon had taken 
place and all relevant files and records received.  Jo has kindly assured 
us she will be available for any further queries moving forward. 

ESQ 

Membership – Lesley likewise had caught up with Jo Bacon, taken 
receipt of all relevant files and shown procedures to keep membership 
records.  Jo will be available to support sorting any ‘hiccups’. 

LF 

Head Road Captain – Andy advised he has taken control of the 
calendar and added some confirmed events. 
Andy also confirmed the website is ‘ticking along’ nicely and that he had 
completed 2021 History now. 
Ross reminded present road crew that Andy awaits their contributions. 
 

AC 
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Webmaster – Martin has met with Andy and intends to be looking at 
the website soon. There are a few new committee member photographs 
to collate for use on the site.  It was suggested that Jon Taylor’s photo 
and bio could be lifted from the Road Crew section as he has difficulty 
attending Chapter meetings due to work commitments. 

MW 

Historian – Paul W has liaised with Andy who will show him the 
necessary skills to keep Iceni history updated.  Ross suggested 
considering extracts from previous years to feature as articles in the 
Iceni Times.  It was noted this would form part of the marketing review. 

PW 

Photographer – Paul W confirmed he has received details from Martin 
with instructions for the Flickr account.  There was a query over how 
easy it is to swap ownership as currently Jan is still named on the 
account. This may not have any impact on use of Flickr… TBC. 

PW 

Comms and Social Media – Martin and Christine have communicated 
and relevant duties discussed.  Christine has confirmed she will take 
care of the notice board at the dealership, realising the importance of it 
as an advertising tool. 
Jamie advised that area of the shop needs a sort out.   
Paul F stated he would like new members photographs to feature in 
order to ‘put a name to a face.’ 

MW CB JS 
PF 

Assistant Director – Paul has communicated with Jeff & Ross and 
‘learnt lots and lots’.  He would like all new members to receive a 
Handbook and a #7822 patch.  He suggested further patches should be 
given to all members at the point of renewal. 
Paul also confirmed he will be reviewing Iceni branding & marketing. 
The WhatsApp groups were also discussed and it was confirmed that 
this line of communication should only be used for specific events and 
that Google Calendar should remain the suggested app to ensure that 
all members have access to information at the same time. 
Audrey volunteered to take ownership of any WhatsApp chat groups 
that are initiated in line with specific activities, ensuring all participants 
are included and that they are closed after the particular event has 
taken place. 
Closure of the Public Facebook Page has been proposed. This will be 
revisited at the Marketing Review. 
 

PF AW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RSQ 
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Safety – A meeting between Ross and Michael is scheduled for Friday 
3rd December when handover will take place. 
Ross reminded the importance of ensuring the skills matrix is kept up to 
date and a date for Jan / Feb to provide all Road Crew with Ride 
Planning documents and process reminders. 
Ladies of Harley – Jane and Betty will initially be working together 
and during that time Betty will make introductions to other LOH Chapter 
Officers.  Jane confirmed she has lots of ideas she will be sharing. 

JG / ESQ 

Treasurer and Charities – Paul A has communicated with Neil and 
confirmed that until the AGM has taken place he cannot proceed with 
changing bank account details.  Betty, Paul and Garry will need to 
provide signatures once the resolution has passed. 
Confirmation of charity payments will be investigated. 
Paul needs BOX instructions and access to be resent. 
Ross asked Jamie if he could look for the Big Cheque.  Paul F advised 
he is currently looking at having another made and is awaiting the 
proof. 

PA ESQ 
GK PF 

Editor – Colin confirmed that officers will be expected to provide just 
three articles a year and that the schedule of deadline dates has been 
distributed by Betty.  He would like articles approximately half a page, 
around 300 words to feature, reminding the use of photos helps ‘pad 
things out’. 
Martin will send the new committee biographies and photographs to 
Colin to include in the Iceni Times February edition. 

CP 

Merchandise – Jon has liaised with Neil and arranged handover of the 
key to the Iceni cabinet.  Jon suggested a review of current products 
and has begun exploring new options.  Paul F will introduce Jon to Andy 
Luckett, Empire Prints.  ‘Wash and wear’ clothing was suggested to be 
worth investigating.  Jon also suggested the introduction of a 
Membership Card for Iceni members. 

JT 

Mileage 365 – Yvonne explained she had met with Ron, Andy, Jon, 
Jamie and Ross and will be providing minutes soon.  Means of 
encouraging audience participation was raised along with how we 
brand/promote the initiative.  The cut off deadline of 31st December 
2021 will be reminded by comms. Yvonne will provide Martin with the 
narrative.  

YO 
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Yvonne asked that Lesley advise all new members of the programme. 
Yvonne and Ron will be the new Mileage 365 ambassadors from Jan 
2022. 
Dealer Report – Jamie asked folks to ‘watch this space’ with regard to 
imminent changes at Lind Harley Davidson which will be revealed very 
soon. 
Andy asked if the dealership could advise dates for potential Poker Runs 
and tech support evenings in order to include them in the Iceni 
calendar. 
 

JS 

BOX Access  
Box access was confirmed and Treasurer correct access for Paul A will 
be set up after the AGM. 
 

RSQ 

GDPR - General Data Protection Regulation  
A GDPR briefing will be attached to these minutes. 
Ross reminded everyone to only download and retain records of 
members personal and contact details when absolutely required. After 
the information has been used it must be destroyed and not kept or 
stored for later use. Utmost caution must be exercised when personal 
data has been used for chapter administrative purposes and not left 
lying around, lost or disposed of without being made illegible. If you do 
have a problem and misplace any membership personal data it must be 
reported immediately to the Chapter Secretary and Director who will 
carry out the necessary corrective action. Failure to comply with the 
GDPR regulations can result in prosecution and significant fines. 
The LIND Group General Privacy Policy is the prevailing document.  
https://www.lind.co.uk/terms-and-conditions/general-privacy-policy 
 

RSQ 

Retiring Officer Thanks and AGM Agenda  
Ross advised that Jo and Jeff will be presented with honorary Iceni 
Chapter membership.  All retiring officers will receive thank you cards. 
 
Ross discussed the Agenda for the forthcoming AGM.  He went on to 
explain that if the weather permits the meet will be outside.  If inside 
face masks will be mandatory and Christmas snacks would be provided. 
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HOG Benefits  
Ross advised that HOG concessionary rates were available with:-
Eurocamp who are offering up to -40% discount and Hard Rock Café 
offering -20% discounts offered by HOG members… Details to be 
included into Iceni Times for membership information. 
 

MW 

Future Meetings   
It was agreed that given social distance recommendations and the small 
meeting room availability, that Zoom conf call meetings will be used for 
the committee for the time being.  Committee members were asked to 
provide their preferred evening. Agreed that committee meetings would 
take place, Tuesday Jan 4th and Tuesday Feb 1st 2022 at 8pm, with the 
Chapter meetings taking place at the dealership on Saturday 8th 
January and Saturday 5th February. 
 

RSQ 

Any Other Business  
 
Colin raised the question about ‘Friends of Iceni’, how many we have 
and the difference between this status and being and Honorary Member 
of the chapter.  Agreement that a protocol and entitlements would be 
discussed and formalised for future use within the Chapter. 
 
Paul A asked if Dorian qualifies as a ‘Friend of Iceni’, this matter along 
with the protocols surrounding Friends of Iceni and Honorary 
Membership will be developed and confirmed. 
 
Christine requested that members are advised that their photos and 
names may be shared in Iceni publications. It was confirmed that 
permission is given when signing the membership waiver, unless 
specifically requested otherwise. 
 
Jon gave his apologies for being absent at the AGM. 
 
Martin asked how charities supported are chosen and expressed that he 
would like to make a nomination. Ross asked Martin to liaise with Paul. 
The new charity selection process is to be carried out and finalised at 

 
 
 
 
All 
 
 
 
RSQ 
 
 
 
 
All 
 
JT 
 
MW / PA 
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the March memberships renewal meeting. 
 
Colin advised he will include a letter of thanks from Lady Dannatt in the 
next Iceni Times. 
 
Ross asked Martin to share photos on the HOG UK/Ireland FB page of 
the ‘End of Season Party’ and any pics from the Christmas meal. 
 
Paul A was asked to continue investigating the ‘Sum up’ machine 
options and provide an overview for the committee to consider. 
 
Ross and Andy to set up a Group Text App after AGM. 
 
Sharing Google Calendar details will be shared in Iceni Times.   
 

PA 
 
CP 
 
 
MW 
PW 
 
PA 
 
 
RSQ / AC 
 
MW / CP 

 
AGM Meeting Saturday 4th December 
 
Next Committee Meeting Tuesday 4th January 2022 Zoom 
 
Next Chapter Meeting Saturday 8th January 2022 Norwich H-D 

 

 
 
 
 


